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I want here to weigh in on a contentious issue now at the forefront of public discussion, namely, critical race theory. The appropriateness of its name may be in doubt, but not the truth of its ...
Richard A.S. Hall: Critical race theory, genocide and a personal anecdote
If forgetting is a kind of death, remembering is a resurrection. Names accidentally lost to history are easier to bring back than those expunged, so when the legacy of the ...
Nohe: Bill, Moses and Mariah: The names matter
Chris Hedges, American Sadism Why was this sense of guilt so seemingly innate, so easy to come by…? It seemed that when one felt this guilt one was but retracing in one’s living a faint pattern ...
Are We Ready for John Brown’s Truth at Last?
This year’s nominations struggled to recognize works that approach Black stories as three-dimensional portraits, rather than blunt, thematic hammers.
When Presented With a Black Gaze, the Emmys Turned Away
During the eighty years between the American Revolution and the Civil War, slavery was indispensable to the economic ... readers that a slaveholder would file for compensation on the death of his ...
Slavery's Capitalism: A New History of American Economic Development
Workers are preparing to hoist away the statue early Saturday morning. Charlottesville Mayor Nikuyah Walker is scheduled to give a speech.
Crowd CHEERS as workers use cranes to remove statues of Confederate Generals Robert E. Lee and Thomas 'Stonewall' Jackson in Charlottesville - four years after deadly Unite The ...
A Melbourne couple who enslaved a woman for eight years until she was discovered close to death and weighing 40kg ... possessing the woman as a slave and exercising the right of ownership over ...
Melbourne husband and wife showed ‘absence of humanity’ towards slave
Mississippi has statues of Confederate figures Jefferson Davis and James Zachariah George inside the United States Capitol.
Analysis: Mississippi Might Have to Rethink Capitol Statues
Occasionally, our exhibit theme is simply recent additions to the Rare Book Room collection. This exhibit features additions from the past three or so years. Some items came to us ...
Recent Additions to the Collection: Fall 2018
Richard Stewart and Pegram Johnson grew up two miles away but ... a freed Black man, bought and married a slave by the name Sally. The 1662 Hereditary Slavery Law Virginia forced children birthed from ...
Petersburg descendants of slave, slave owner sit down to reminisce on their shared history
An Indian grandmother was effectively “starving to death” after she held captive as a slave for eight years ... But prosecutor Richard Maidment QC said the couple did not seek help for the ...
Enslaved woman was ‘starving to death’ before discovery in Melbourne home
On Tuesday, Crown prosecutor Richard Maidment QC told the court the Kannans had neglected their slave severely in her ... In effect, she was starving to death,' Justice Champion said.
Convicted slavers face their last days of freedom
The slavery mindset is alive and well in the ... Born a year after Bolden's death, Little Richard would fuse the musical genres into a new invention, rock-and-roll, for which he too would die ...
Blacks originated much of American music. And the nation needs to right the record.
Slavery and Historiography, Garland (1990), and Lawrence B. Goodheart, Richard D. Brown, and Stephen G ... Stanford University Press (1993) “The Ranks of Death: Secular Trends in Income and Mortality, ...
The Writings of Stanley L. Engerman
though the strategy was complicated by his death as the war ended. But prior to the war's end, Lincoln's insistence on new governments for former slave states led Louisiana to become the second ...
Lincoln’s 'laboratory': How emancipation spread across South Louisiana during Civil War
The Ridgefield father freed in the criminally negligent hot-car death ... Richard Mentor Johnson “does not embody the values, ideals and morals of the people of Johnson County," who oppose ...
Iowa county now named for Black dean, not slave-owning VP
A Melbourne couple who enslaved a woman for eight years until she was discovered close to death ... for slavery offences. Picture: NCA NewsWire / Daniel Pockett Prosecutor Richard Maidment QC ...
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